What’s New

Full Phrase
Talking
Translator

Micro Light Smart Phone
Pack
The Micro Light Smart phone Pack is a dual
wield light that comes complete with a pair
of microtools for smart phone users. Each set
will also be accompanied by a smart phone
stand and cleaner, offering you a flashlight
for each hand. After all, you cannot tell just
when disaster will strike, but there is one
thing you will need to keep in mind – make
sure there are spare CR1616 batteries around
the home which can be easily accessible as
the batteries on this thing might just die out
during the most inopportune of moments.

This
is
able
to
instantly
display
translations to and
from
English
for
210,000 common
travel phrases, or
rather,
1.8
million words in
24
European
languages, three
Asian languages,
English, Arabic, or Hindi. The
dictionary that powers this translator would be
the New Oxford American Dictionary, and it is smart enough
to maintain a history of searched terms so that you can create
a favourites list for commonly used phrases. It roughly measures
the size of a smart phone.

Four in One Power
Charger
The name is logical because you have four methods to get
power: standard wall plug, car charger, USB and 9 volt battery
and one because you route which ever type of power into a
standard USB connector with a retractable cord. Add an
adaptor – many of which are included with the unit – and you
are charging. An LED connection indicator lets you know when
you are charging. The unit is compatible with iPhone,
Blackberry and other smartphones. But it also provides a great
source for cameras or e-readers. The 4-in-1 works great for
travel, camping or home use.

Rechargeable
Speakers
The rechargeable speakers bring practicality
and fun to the world of portable speakers.
These collapsible speakers come with a 2 in
1 cable enabling charge from a USB device
and output via standard 3.5 mm audio plug.
The lithium ion battery will get you 2 hours
of playback – enough to typically get you back
to a power source. The vacuum bass design
gives hearty volume and bass too. But the
fun angle of these speakers is the fact they
change colour – green, red, blue, yellow. If
you need portable speakers, why not make
them rechargeable? And add a little colour
to your life at the same time.
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